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MEMORANDUM FOR: Docket File
i

FROM: Peter S. Tam, Senior Project' Manager
Project Directorate 11-2 L

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II M~ '

' Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: CATAWBA UNITS 1 AND 2 - UPCOMING AUDIT OF DOCUMENTS RELATED TO
10 CFR 50.59 CHANGES (TAC M95486 AND M95487)

REFERENCE: Letter, W. R. McCollum to NRC, tkrch 27, 1996 |

}
The attached document, listing certain 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations that Duke Power
Company performed for Catawba during the period October 1, 1994 to September 30, i
1995, and the staff's preliminary comments on the subject submittal,1was sent to
Duke Power Company today by fax.. The sole purpose of the document is to prepare
Catawba personnel for a site review on July 16,.1996, of the 10 CFR 50.59
evaluations. The document does not constitute a formal request for "information
or represent a formal NRC staff position.
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SITE AUDIT OF 10/1/94-9/30/95 10 CFR 50.59 CHANGES
(Submitted by Duke Power Co. letter of 3/27/96)

Please have the 10 CFR 50.59 procedure for Catawba available in
one place.

Please have the following 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations (i.e. no need
to change the Tech. Spec., no unreviewed safety question)
available in one place

Procedure: OP/1/A/6100/02 (Page 2)

Procedure: OP/1/A/6400/25 (Page 4)

Procedure: OP/2/A/6400/25 (Page 6)

Procedure: PT/1/A/4400/01 (Page 29)

Procedure: TSM94094545-01 (Page 50)

Procedure: TSM95046111-01 (Page 57)

Procedure: TSM95061427-01 (Page 59)

Modification: CN-11343 (Page 6)

Modification: CN-20672 (Page 8)

Modification: CN-21303 (Page 8)

Exempt change: CE-3100 (Page 1)

Exempt change: CE-4674 (Page 10)

Exempt change: CE-4819 (Page 13)
.

Exempt change: CE-60239 (Page 25)

Please be prepared to discuss these issues / observations:

1. The use of Duke-specific acronyms such as NC, ND, RN - The
annual report, submitted to the NRC and is thus available to
the public, very often provides no clue what these are.

2. Procedure: PT/0/A/4450/04A (Page 20). Were " Changes O
through 33" submitted in previous 50.59 reports?

3. Procedure: PT/0/A/4200/23 (Page 22). FSAR Section 14.5.31,
as revised by the 1996 update, still says 4 reactor coolant
pumps, not 2.

4. Procedure: TSM94094545-01 (Page 50). What component?
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Insufficient information given. ,

5. Procedure: 'TSM95024662 (Page 53).- The evaluation addressed i

the Tech. Spec. but did not address unreviewed safety
. questions. ;

!

6. Procedure: TSM95035851-01 (Page 53). The evaluation just {
asserted that "USQ evaluation is'not applicable to this

-

modification". In what way is it not applicable? :

7. Procedure: TSM95046111-01 (Page 57). The evaluation did not
address the Tech. Spec. and USQ.

8. Modification: CN-10951 (Page 1). No information is given on {
what this modification is about.

9. . Modification: CN-11064, CN-19040, CN-50428, CN50454 (Page 1 ,

thru 11). Some of the descriptions bear no clear indication j

what the changes are. Recommend a one or two sentence ;
I

description, identifying the system (in words, not Duke
acronym), the component, and the modification.

10. Exempt Changes: What does the word " exempt" mean in the ;

context of 10 CFR 50.59? It appears that this regulation '

does not even carry the word " exempt".

11. Exempt change: CE-4740 (Page 12). What system / component
does this refer to?

12. Exempt change: CE-60188 (Page 23). What system / component
does this refer to?'

f

.3. Exempt change: CE-60366 (Page 30). The staff is still |1
reviewing the amendment request to raise the minimum level
for the standby nuclear service water pond. The changes
'here appear OK.
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